
Patience [PP1-14] 
Thé common denominator.  
 
Indivisible. Electrons are the root cause of psychological disruption. They serve as an inert 
formula to the energy we breathe in unconcentrated energy (neurons to valence P-1) to 
gravitate outwards into society under its contracted systems Y adjustment. In S (Group S ъ]гless 
is more). The radial are activities in electronic environments  such as voice. Pure energy in 
concentrated systems (neuronic environments (U)- adjustment 1) parallel to thé simplex formula 
P of fY in inert energy. Or no energy at all.  
 
Nitrogen is the disrupted Phace of society that undergoes mental stimulation to health concerns 
as well as induced formulas of patience potential. FYI. Thé systems adjustment rates depend on 
the environment and the elevations by time to light under unified energy of the frontal lobe 
spatial Resistance.  
 
Stimulation to cultures.  
Based on ovaries to refractive time (radiology); instance squared (p),and molecular energy 
between neuron culture to female valence (T). fºN.  
 
The heart is based on sub cardiovascular weight to scale based on measurement in orbital 
systems to time. The vallecular weight in system GT is of the same complex to Area 7 of thé 
submotonic culture (grayscale).  
 
In vanishing points, what ceases to exists in front of us can still be used in and against us, 
through time. This is called energy or (ee) double complex U. We see what we want to see 
[vandalism-FT]. 
 
Ture Time exists for True time to count. Henceforth of its plasma. Thé Stelmic base_ 3° in the 
human body (based on disease) to the human raté in psychology based on freedom (in anxiety 
culture UI [stem cells}System T(down _Pluto). [Stelmic base].  
 
To sound. Awareness.  
Handles through memory base form I in U over energy. The interest rate is _now- the flatline 
(m1) over energy existing in the human mouth.  
 
Its infinite complexes decide the Breakage points (cataclysma) to the heart subject Root of nYº 
of all instance levels. True U.  
 
[1U] 
[2U] 
3U] 
[4]U -vanishing point  
5U{ - time. (Instance t) 



[6U] Stelmic base  
7U_True Ù  
Reverted energy backwards ז of tH p°[psychology]. [8U].  
 
Thé m Ù reverted.  
Psychics come through the blood. Because in psychology it's all intertwined_inter-related to the 
Stelmic base-I. Of [2]. And its rotational- L1-3. Of the human vacuum.  
 
Lע^,Lg, Lצ. Psychology of its infrastructure.  
O2. 
 
Bondage (in the blood) -0Q in magnesium. Carbon electricity to electromagnetism over outer 
space awareness. Ectoplasm. (-a). ןc 
 
Stagnant fR. 1°, 2°,3°. Light inserts energy in the eyes and sits in where pulls of electricity do 
not reach. This is the Stelmic Eye base (System 1) eternity. Form R. Rectangular. (Stelmic base 
corruption). Net force fr^ 
 
Triangular form U in weight to electrical pulls of state degrees to infinite measurement in 
backwards centrism (testicles).  



 
 
 
Cross Channels N6- 3R (-3) L. Left brain divide.  
Sub-ametrics. Diseases based in T.  
Using the vertical pole as Subatomitry (geometrics) based Form Ù.  
 
 
Asymmetrically its cell divide its dividend in Right in 3° its vertical pole of the (timeline) reflective 
states to contractions -vertebrae in [grow up] fYt.  
Lymph nodes to breathing systems.  



 
Quadrilateral sound to ears to eyes to frontal lobe vanishing point.  



Down sound to glote (2x thyroid)⅔ infrastructure (refraction) to sound in Time at ¾ its whole 
princple system in T. Evaporative states of plate tectonics and polygons. 2:1 Principle.  

 
 

G 
fY lights.  

(Forms u,Ù) 
Frøen  

Y3x^2 of backwards intricate.  
Muscles.  

 
 


